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 Category GHD: Global Perspective and Human-Centered Design 

 
 Type Field Experience 

 

 Level All Levels, Interdisciplinary 

 

 Duration 2 ½ Weeks 

 
 Abstract This field experience serves as a framework for creating an international credit-
  bearing service-learning experience for students from related design  
  disciplines during an intersession, summer, or non-traditional semester. The  
  experience’s limited duration ensures a high impact learning environment  
  where students are focused solely on the course at hand. This framework outlines 
  the course content, requirements, and outcomes from field experiences conducted 
  in rural and urban townships near Cape Town, South Africa. Students from  
  Interior Design, Architecture, and Landscape Architecture engaged with  
  community partners and residents in a short-term community based project  
  to improve the quality of life for residents in the townships. Throughout the  
  experience, students explore, first hand, the rich history, cultural diversity  
  and geographic landscape of South Africa, explore global citizenship, and design 
  and construct a local community based project. 
 
 Learning Objectives Student Learning Outcomes 

Completing this course provides students with opportunities to:  
§ Understand the value of integrating community service into the practice of 

Interior Design and related disciplines 
§ Think critically about environmental, social and aesthetic issues related to the 

built environment 
§ Understand the responsibility of the designer to reconcile the needs of clients 

and user groups 
§ Consider the impact of design solutions in communities and populations with 

very limited resources 
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§ Understand the value of interdisciplinary collaboration 
§ Apply knowledge to real life situations and develop leadership skills  
§ Work individually, on a team, and with community partners 
§ Participate in regularly scheduled class meetings, discussion groups, and 

seminars 
§ Maintain a daily travel journal consisting of written reflections, photographs, 

and sketches 
§ Complete written summaries of all required reading assignments 
§ Participate in a group assignment (design-build) and document the process and 

outcomes  
 

  CIDA Performance Standards 
  In addition to the Student Learning Outcomes, students will have been  
  exposed to  learning opportunities that support the Professional Standards,  
  as defined by the Council for Interior Design Accreditation’s (CIDA). This  
  experience specifically addresses the following Standards: 
 
  II. Interior Design: Critical Thinking, Professional Values, and Processes  
   Standard 2. Global Perspective for Design  
   Entry-level interior designers have a global view and weigh design  
   decisions within the parameters of ecological, socio-economic, and  
   cultural contexts.  
 
   Standard 4. Design Process  
   Entry-level interior designers need to apply all aspects of the design  
   process to creative problem solving. Design process enables designers  
   to identify and explore complex problems and generate creative  
   solutions that optimize the human experience within the interior   
   environment.  
 
   Standard 5. Collaboration  
   Entry-level interior designers engage in multi-disciplinary collaboration.  
   

Interior Design Student Reflection 
“My trip to South Africa was one I will never forget. The most important lesson I 
learned while in South Africa was that a strong sense of community is very 
important to family happiness. I was pleasantly surprised to see how the Red Hill 
community truly was a community. Unlike most American communities, where your 
neighbors are strangers and everyone goes about their business as an individual 
entity, the people of Red Hill were like a family. Many community members were 
willing to help us with our rehabilitation efforts. It was amazing to see everyone 
contributing with what little supplies they had. I hope Americans can one day learn 
from them.”  
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Architecture Student Reflection 
“I think about my experience in South Africa every single day. Before the trip, my 
‘community’ existed in Baton Rouge, on campus, and in my hometown. It was 
limited to my friends, family, neighbors, and peers. Granted, I am thankful for the 
opportunities I have as a student here, but I had no idea how my idea of a 
community would be affected by the time I spent in South Africa and how from 
hereon out, my world would be far larger and more meaningful.” 
 

 Process Orientation 
  Prior to departure the students participate in a short seminar to: 1) introduce  
  the course requirements, university guidelines for international travel abroad, 
  daily itinerary, and logistics, 2) engage students in short team building  
  exercises, 3) prepare students for the opportunities and challenges of an  
  immersive cultural experience, 4) review reading assignment summaries  
  and discuss the purpose of the travel journal and reflections, and 5) assign  
  research activities to prepare students for completing the community based  
  project. 
 
  Community Based Project 
  The core of this 2-½ week field experience is participating in a community based 
  service-learning project in one of the many townships in the Western Cape  
  province of South Africa. Students collaborate with residents and community  
  partners in a design-build project that serves to enhance the quality of life for 
  township residents. In previous experiences students worked in Red Hill (2010), a 
  sprawling rural township community, and Masiphumelele (2012), a compact  
  urban township community. Projects included reconstruction of a pre-school  
  playground, design and construction of raised vegetable gardens, design and 
  installation of a rainwater harvesting  system, design and installation of a children’s 
  puppet theater, and preliminary planning for a future community building. 
 
  Note: The type of project is determined in advance in collaboration with the  
  community partner. Often, smaller projects and activities that benefit the  
  community emerge on site and can be incorporated in the course requirements.  
 
  Excursions 
  Day-long excursions are interspersed throughout the field experience including 
  visits to Cape Town’s City Center, the Victoria and Albert Waterfront, District  
  Six, and Bo-Kaap; Robben Island and Table Mountain, World Heritage Sites;  
  Boulder’s Beach, home to the African Penguins, the Cape of Good Hope and 
  Cape Point promontory at the extreme southwestern tip of the continents;  
  Kayamandi, Mitchell’s Plain and Khayelitsha townships; and the Cape Dutch  
  historic architecture located in the hilly region of the Cape Winelands. The  
  experience concludes with a safari and traditional South African Braai in  
  Pilanesberg National Park north of Johannesburg, featuring a unique variety  
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  of flora and fauna rarely found living side by side, including the Big 5.  
 

Note: Integrating multiple excursions in the field experience provides opportunities 
for students to learn about the local culture, encourages participation, and provides 
a brief respite from working in challenging conditions.  

 
   Community Partner(s) 

The community partners for this field experience include: 
 Michael Massingham, African Encounter and Edutours Africa 
 Red Hill Preschool, Red Hill, South Africa 
 Children of Hope Educare, Red Hill, South Africa 
 Jones Safe House, Kommetjie, South Africa 
 
Note: Establishing a strong relationship with a local community partner is essential. 
This strengthens the ability of the instructor to create a successful field experience 
with positive learning outcomes, and makes it possible to identify a feasible 
community based project that is meaningful in the context of the local community. 

 
Presentation Methods The presentation methods for this field experience are non-traditional and include 

on site design and construction drawings, project budget, photo narrative 
documenting the process of completing the community based project, and 
individual entries in the travel journal. At the conclusion of the field experience 
students are encouraged to share their work and experiences through curating an 
exhibit. 

 
 Evaluation The final grade consists of 5 integrated components that prepare the students prior 

to departure, record their progress during the experience, and assess their 
experience at the conclusion of the trip. 

 
  Introductory Seminar (Prior to Departure) 05% 

Reading Assignments (Prior to Departure) 10% 
Travel Journal (Daily Activities) 35% 
Group Assignment (Design-Build) 35% 
Reflection Assignments (Pre and Post) 15% 
 Total    100% 

 
 Resources Required Reading 

Aaronson, Deborah. Design like You Give a Damn 2: Building Change from the 
Ground Up. New York: Abrams, 2012. 

Pilloton, Emily. "Teaching Design for Change." TED. 
https://www.ted.com/talks/emily_pilloton_teaching_design_for_change.  

"Goal 7: Ensure Environmental Sustainability, Target 4." 2015 U. N. Millennium 
Development Goals. United Nations, 2010. Web. 20 Mar. 2010. 
<http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/environ.shtml>. 
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Ross, Robert. A Concise History of South Africa. 2nd. Cape Town: Cambridge 
University Press, 2008.  

Sachs, Jeffery. "A Global Family Portrait." In The End of Poverty: Economic 
Possibilities for Our Time, 5-25. New York: Penguin Press, 2005.  

--- "Myths and Magic Bullets." In The End of Poverty: Economic Possibilities for Our 
Time, 309-28. New York: Penguin Press, 2005. 

--- "Why We Should Do It." In The End of Poverty: Economic Possibilities for Our 
Time, 329-346. New York: Penguin Press, 2005. 

--- "Our Generation’s Challenge." In The End of Poverty: Economic Possibilities for 
Our Time, 347-368. New York: Penguin Press, 2005. 

Recommended Reading 
Bell, Bryan, and Katie Wakeford. Expanding Architecture: Design as Activism. New 

York: Metropolis Books, 2008. 
Besteman, Catherine Lowe. Transforming Cape Town. Berkeley: University of 

California Press, 2008.  
Hinchman, Hannah. A Trail Through Leaves: The Journal as a Path to Place. New 

York: W.W. Norton, 1997.  
Paton, Alan. Cry, the Beloved Country. New York: Scribner, 2003. 
Polak, Paul. Out of Poverty: What Works When Traditional Approaches Fail. San 

Francisco, CA: Berrett-Koehler, 2008.  
Smith, Cynthia E. Design for the Other 90%. New York: Smithsonian, Cooper-

Hewitt, National Design Museum, 2007. 
 
 Getting Started Contact your institution’s academic programs abroad or service-learning office. 
  Often, these internal organizations have the experience to assist you in finding an 
  international community partner.  
 
  Visit Campus Compact online: Supporting Global Citizenship Through International 
  Partnerships and Resources. 
 
  Green, Patrick M., and Mathew Johnson. Crossing Boundaries: Tension and  
   Transformation in International Service-learning. Sterling, VA: Stylus, 2014. 
 
  Bringle, Robert G., Julie A. Hatcher, and Steven G. Jones. International Service 
   Learning: Conceptual Frameworks and Research. Sterling, VA: Stylus, 2011. 
 
 Appendix A1 Itinerary 
  A2 Travel Journal Brief 
  A3 Reading Summaries Brief 
  A4 Student Reflections 
  A5 Budget 
  A6 Sample Photos 
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Summer&Intersession&2012&|&LSU&in&South&Africa&

DATE DAY ACTIVITY TIME MEALS&**

07/29/12 sunday Upload1Reading1Summaries1on1Moodle 8:001PM

07/31/12 tuesday Depart1from1New1Orleans 12:301PM1(Flight1departs) in1flight

Reflection*1*In*Flight

08/01/12 wednesday Arrive1at1Team1House1in1Noordhoek 9:001PM in1flight

08/02/12 thursday Breakfast 8:001AM bld

&Red&Hill,&Ocean&View&and&Masiphumelele&Site&Visits 9:301AM1O111:301AM

Travel*Journal*
Cape1Town,1Company1Garden,1District1Six,1Bo1Kaap 1:301O14:301PM

Dinner 5:301PM

08/03/12 friday Breakfast 8:001AM bld

8:301AM1O14:301PM

Travel*Journal*
Dinner 5:301PM

Group1Meeting 7:301AM1O18:301PM

08/04/12 Saturday Breakfast 8:001AM b

Table1Mountain1and1Green1Market Morning

Travel*Journal*
Cape1Town1V&A Afternoon1and1Evening

08/05/12 Sunday Breakfast 8:001AM bd

Robben1Island 9:00:001AM1(Ferry1Departs)

Jone's&Safe&House&Community&Project&(at&Team&House) 2:001O15:001PM

Travel*Journal*
Dinner 5:301PM

08/06/12 Monday Breakfast 8:001AM bld

All&Day:&Jone's&Safe&House&Community&Project 8:301AM1O14:301PM

Travel*Journal
Dinner 5:301PM

Group1Meeting 7:301AM1O18:301PM

08/07/12 Tuesday Breakfast 8:001AM bld

Morning:&Jone's&Safe&House&Community&Project&|&Afternoon:&Red&Hill&Preschool 8:301AM1O14:301PM

Travel*Journal
Dinner 5:301PM

08/08/10 Wednesday Breakfast 8:001AM bld

Morning:&Capricorn&(Feeding&Programme&and&Orientation)&|&Afternoon:&Jone's&Safe&House 8:301AM1O14:301PM

Travel*Journal
5:301PM

08/09/10 Thursday Breakfast 8:001AM bld

Morning:&Jone's&Safe&House&Community&Project&|&Afternoon:&Creche&Repair&in&Masi
8:301AM1O14:301PM

Travel*Journal
Dinner 5:301PM

08/10/10 Friday Breakfast 8:001AM bld

All&Day:&Jone's&Safe&House&Community&Project 8:301AM1O14:301PM

Travel*Journal
Dinner 5:301PM

Group1Meeting 7:301AM1O18:301PM

08/11/10 Saturday Breakfast 8:001AM b

Explore1Stellenbosch1and1Tour1Kayamandi1 All1Day

Travel*Journal

08/12/10 Sunday Breakfast 8:001AM bd

Boulder's1Beach1and1Cape1Point All1Day

Travel*Journal
Dinner 5:301PM

Group1Meeting,1Prepare1to1Depart1for1Pillanesberg 7:301AM1O18:301PM

08/13/10 Monday 8:001AM1(Flight1departs) bd

3:001PM

Travel*Journal
5:301PM

08/14/10 Tuesday Breakfast bd

Morning1Game1Drive

Travel*Journal
Evening1Game1Drive1and1Bush1Barbeque

08/15/10 Wednesday Depart1Pilanesberg1National1Park 10:001AM b

Travel*Journal

Depart1Johannesburg1fro1New1Orleans 6:301PM1(Flight1departs) in1flight

08/16/10 Thursday Arrive1New1Orleans 1:511PM1(Flight1arrives) in1flight

Reflection*2*In*Flight,*Submit*Travel*Journal

**1bld1=1breakfast,1lunch1,1dinner

Depart1from1Cape1Town

Arrive1in1Pilanesberg1National1Park

Dinner

Evening1Game1Drive

Dinner

1

4

3

2

5

6

*

*

Jone's&Safe&House&Introduction,&Orientation&and&Planning&(On&Site)&&&&
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TRAVEL JOURNAL  
35% of final grade 

 
I have argued that life, for most people, is a process of discovery – of who we are, what we can do, and, ultimately, why we 
exist and what we believe. It is a circular process, because when we discover what we are capable of and work out why we 
exist, it changes the way we see ourselves, which can send us off in new directions, discovering new capabilities and new 
reasons for our existence. This spiraling journey is the true meaning of lifelong learning, and it remains, for those who pursue 
it, an endlessly fascinating experience, one, which enriches not only the individual, but all those around. (Charles Handy) 
 

 
Your Travel Journal documents your experience in South Africa through writing, sketching, photographs, 
and memorabilia, and represents 35% of your final grade. It includes Pre and Post Program Reflections 
(see description below), plus a Daily Travel Journal Activity consisting of 4 elements: a brief summary of 
the day’s activities, a reflection on your experience, two photographs, and one sketch (see description 
below). The combination of these elements will help you reflect on your experience; understand your 
strengths and weaknesses; identify and question your underlying values and beliefs; acknowledge and 
challenge assumptions on which you base your ideas, feelings and actions; recognize areas of potential 
bias; acknowledge your fears; and identify possible areas for improvement. 
 
Your  TRAVEL JOURNAL  

Is a reflection of your personal voice, your experience, and your observations during our trip abroad, 
Is a place to ask questions, an outlet for feelings, and a place to plan for change, 
Is a means to develop critical thinking skills and a way to make connections between experience 

and knowledge, and 
Invites reflective thinking and writing that are associated with deeper and more meaningful forms 

of learning. 
 
PRE AND POST PROGRAM REFLECTIONS 
The instructor will provide a pre-program prompt during the flight to South Africa and a post-program 
prompt on return. Complete your written response to the prompts in your TRAVEL JOURNAL during the 
time we are en route. 
 
DAILY TRAVEL JOURNAL ACTIVITY 
For each day of travel you are required to complete and include the following elements in your Travel 
Journal. You will have time during lunch when we are working at either Red Hill or the Jones Safe House 
to sketch, write and take photographs. Be prepared to spend at least one hour at the end of each day 
completing your Daily Travel Journal Activity.  
 

1  BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE DAYS ACTIVITIES 
 Write a brief summary of the day’s activities. Be sure to date your journal entry. You may include 

maps, sketches, ticket stubs, and other supporting materials. 
2  WRITTEN REFLECTION ON THE DAY’S EVENTS 
 Reflect on the each day’s activities and write them down in your Travel Journal. To get started, 

consider these questions: What was important or significant to you and why? What factors 
influenced significant events or observations? How was the experience important to you both 
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personally and professionally? Were you surprised, disappointed, or encouraged and how do you 
feel about your reaction? Have today’s activities influenced the way you feel about the activities 
prior to today? What have you learned about yourself?  

3  TWO PHOTOGRAPHS 
 Take two photographs each day that record a salient event, observation, or experience. Print the 

photographs each evening and insert them in your Travel Journal. Note: the instructor will 
provide a photo printer, paper and ink. 

4  ONE SKETCH 
 Complete one sketch each day that contributes to the content of your Travel Journal. You may 

use the same drawing technique for all of your sketches (for example, water color), or experiment 
with a variety of techniques.  The sketches are a work in progress and can be developed over the 
course of the program, however, at a minimum, you must complete the foundation for a sketch 
every day. 

 
SPACE FOR SUPPLEMENTAL WRITING, SKETCHES AND MEMORABILIA 
You may use additional pages in the back of your TRAVEL JOURNAL for supplemental writing, sketches, 
maps and memorabilia.  
 
BEFORE WE LEAVE FOR SOUTH AFRICA 
Purchase and personalize your travel journal (see specs on Moodle). At a minimum, make sure your name 
and contact information is on the first page in the event that it is misplaced or lost. See “TRAVEL 
JOURNAL SPECIFICATION” on Moodle for the type of journal to purchase. Print the first page of this 
brief, fold, and insert in the pocket on the back cover of your travel journal. 
 
Anticipate an abundance of writing, photographs, musings, memorabilia and sketching.  You can create 
paper inserts, photo sheets, or other templates to print and insert when you need them. Look at the 
folder on Moodle called Travel Journal Ideas, Techniques and Materials to get started. 
 
Investigate (with a curious eye) the places we are going (Cape Town, Table Mountain, Boulders Beach, 
Cape Point, Red Hill, Noordhoek, Stellenbosch, Pilannesberg, etc.). Copy and insert annotated (notes, 
ideas, hopes) and/or maps of these places. Please include this information at the “back” of your TRAVEL 

JOURNAL in what we are calling the space for supplemental writing, sketches, and memorabilia.  
 
WHEN WE RETURN 
During our flight from Johannesburg to New Orleans: Complete the post-program reflection. Check to 
make certain that your Travel Journal is complete. Add any additional materials (optional). Upload photos 
from our trip on the instructor’s portable drive. Submit your complete Travel Journal to the instructor on 
Thursday, August 16th at 1:00 PM, immediately following our arrival in New Orleans. 
 

Do not go where the path may lead; go where there is no path and leave a trail. (Ralph Waldo Emerson) 
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READING SUMMARIES  
10% of final grade 
Prepare one Reading Summary for each of the assigned readings below. Save as a pdf and upload on 
Moodle no later than the day of departure. 
 
ASSIGNMENT 
Each Reading Summary consists of a Précis and a Personal Response. The purpose of this assignment is 
to prepare you for the international experience, provide a foundation for written reflections in your travel 
journal, develop reading and writing skills, and convey your understanding of the reading materials. The 
Précis is a brief summary of the chapter or book written in your own words, and describes the essential 
points, statements and facts. The Personal Response is a short narrative describing what you learned, 
what has meaning for you at a personal level, and why or why not the readings are relevant to this class.  
 
READING ASSIGNMENTS 
Aaronson, Deborah. Design like You Give a Damn 2: Building Change from the Ground Up. New York: 

Abrams, 2012.  
Pilloton, Emily. "Teaching Design for Change." TED. 

https://www.ted.com/talks/emily_pilloton_teaching_design_for_change.  
"Goal 7: Ensure Environmental Sustainability, Target 4." 2015 U. N. Millennium Development Goals. 

United Nations, 2010. Web. 20 Mar. 2010. <http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/environ.shtml>. 
Ross, Robert. A Concise History of South Africa. 2nd. Cape Town: Cambridge University Press, 2008.  
Sachs, Jeffery."A Global Family Portrait." In The End of Poverty: Economic Possibilities for Our Time, 5-

25. New York: Penguin Press, 2005.  
--- "Myths and Magic Bullets." In The End of Poverty: Economic Possibilities for Our Time, 309-28. New 

York: Penguin Press, 2005. 
--- "Why We Should Do It." In The End of Poverty: Economic Possibilities for Our Time, 329-346. New 

York: Penguin Press, 2005. 
--- "Our Generation’s Challenge." In The End of Poverty: Economic Possibilities for Our Time, 347-368. 

New York: Penguin Press, 2005. 
 
REQUIREMENTS 
Include your name, the date, title of the resource, précis, and personal response. 
 
RECOMMENDED READING 
Bell, Bryan, and Katie Wakeford. Expanding Architecture: Design as Activism. New York: Metropolis 

Books, 2008. 
Besteman, Catherine Lowe. Transforming Cape Town. Berkeley: University of California Press, 2008.  
Hinchman, Hannah. A Trail Through Leaves: The Journal as a Path to Place. New York: W.W. Norton, 

1997.  
Paton, Alan. Cry, the Beloved Country. New York: Scribner, 2003. 
Polak, Paul. Out of Poverty: What Works When Traditional Approaches Fail. San Francisco, CA: Berrett-

Koehler, 2008.  
Smith, Cynthia E. Design for the Other 90%. New York: Smithsonian, Cooper-Hewitt, National Design 

Museum, 2007. 
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Interior Design Student 
My trip to South Africa was one I will never forget. The most important lesson I learned while in South Africa was that 
a strong sense of community is very important to family happiness. I was pleasantly surprised to see how the Red Hill 
community truly was a community. Unlike most American communities, where your neighbors are strangers and 
everyone goes about their business as an individual entity, the people of Red Hill were like a family. Many 
community members were willing to help us with our rehabilitation efforts. It was amazing to see everyone 
contributing with what little supplies they had. I hope Americans can one day learn from them. 

 
Landscape Architecture Student 
There was a strong sense of community among the people in Red Hill. I was able to experience a way of life that I 
didn’t even know existed. Going to South Africa as a service-learning project through LSU changed my life 
significantly. It was my first real world design project and I couldn’t have asked for a better way of learning the design 
process in a culture so different from my own.  

 
Architecture Student 
I think about my experience in South Africa every single day. Before the trip, my “community” existed in Baton 
Rouge, on campus, in my hometown. It was restricted to my friends, family, neighbors, and peers. Granted, I am 
thankful for the opportunities I have as a student here, but I had no idea how my idea of a community would be 
affected by the time I spent in South Africa and how from hereon out, my world would be far larger and more 
meaningful.  
 
Cape Town, South Africa is the most extraordinary place I’ve ever been. Although stigmatized in light of Apartheid, 
there is an incredible sense of optimism that resonates in the city. People are moving forward. People are proud.  In 
their eyes, theirs is the most wonderful city in the world, and it would be difficult for me to disagree. One of my 
favorite moments in Cape Town was after spending an hour or so at a large market. The market was in a plaza 
surrounded by tall, old buildings and narrow, brick-paved streets. After some shopping, I wandered up one of the 
streets and found the most delightful café. I could hear sounds of the market and city dwellers passing by and I felt 
like a true Capetonian after finishing my cup of coffee. The population is so diverse, colorful, and proud and in midst 
of it all, I felt included in their city. I realized that I could probably stay there forever.  
 
It was outside of the city, on the outskirts of Cape Town, that I truly fell in love with the place.  
 
Our time was spent in a township called Redhill. My expectation was to arrive in this “slum” and see shanty houses, 
dusty roads, eclectic objects piled along the streets, and small African children wandering about. I wasn’t wrong. I 
just had no idea that behind this face, there was a functional, beautiful community. We were working at the Redhill 
Preschool. The principal, Yuyeseka, teaches, feeds, and loves on 25 children between the ages of 3 and 6. The school 
is made up of 5 shipping containers—they are used as a kitchen, classrooms, a playroom, and an office. When we 
arrived, the playground was unsafe for the children and our task would be to rebuild it, along with a few other 
projects that would hopefully advance the school enough to received acknowledgement from Social Services. This 
recognition would provide Redhill Preschool with financial support from the government.  
 
We were at the school every day for 2 weeks. I have never felt so loved in all of my life! The kids loved us 
unconditionally, despite what color our skin was or who they may have thought we were. My arms were sore every 
day from holding and hugging the most beautiful children I’ve ever seen. Outside of the school, every community 
member I encountered was either singing, smiling, or waving and they were always willing to help us wheelbarrow 
sand or move rocks. Although they have very little, their things are well taken care of and their attitudes were never 
ones of desperation, but rather thankfulness. I will never forget our last day in Redhill. We were all gathered in the 
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playground, kids were running everywhere playing on the new swing and slide. Everybody was gathered together for 
some photographs when we were given a card from the kids and the principal, Yuyeseka. Until this point, we were 
relatively sure that our presence at the school was more stressful for her than it was helpful. But she gave us a hand-
painted card from the kids, including a note. It reads: 
 

“I would like to thank God for giving you this opportunity to come to Redhill pre-school 
doing the Good, lovely job for my school. It was my dream to see my school growing 
higher and higher. May God bless you and your family. Thank you with all my heart.” 
 

Every time I read the words on that card, I am reminded that my community includes Redhill. Our contribution to 
them was so much smaller than the impact their community had on the lives of each of us on the trip. I am forever 
grateful to Redhill for opening my eyes to the fact that there are certain universal truths that connect all people, 
everywhere. My community is here and it is in Redhill. My responsibility and joy is to expend energy and time into 
making sure that my community is healthy, happy, and whole.  
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LSU in South Africa No. of Participants Income per Student Total Funds Needed
{Enter this figure} {Enter this figure} {Automatically calculated}

12
Projected Costs
Basic Costs
Ground Transportation 12 $0.00 $0.00
Housing 12 $0.00 $0.00
Meals 12 $0.00 $0.00
Teaching Materials (Materials/Gratuities) 12 $150.00 $1,800.00
Activities (Robben Island) 12 $30.00 $360.00
Classroom rentals 12 $0.00 $0.00
LSU Trip Insurance 12 $1.36 $16.32
Health Insurance 12 $17.00 $204.00
Program Package 12 $2,170.00 $26,040.00
Airfare 12 $2,113.50 $25,362.00

Sub-total: n/a $4,481.86 $53,782.32
(Subtotal = B x C)

Faculty Costs {Automatically figured} {Enter this figure}
Airfare 12 $176.13 $2,113.50
Ground Transportation 12 $0.00 $0.00
Housing 12 $0.00 $0.00
Per Diems 12 $0.00 $0.00
Health Insurance 12 $0.00 $0.00
Activities 12 2.5 $30.00

Sub-total: n/a $178.63 $2,143.50
(Subtotal = D / B))

Development {Automatically figured} {Enter this figure}
Development 12 $100.00 $1,200.00

Sub-total: n/a $100.00 $1,200.00
(Subtotal = D / B)

Total $4,760.49 $57,125.82

Budget for 12 Students and 1 Instructor/Program Director 
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11 Engage

Experience

Explore
Cape Town, Table Mountain, Robben Island (Nelson Mandela), 
Early Dutch Colonial Architecture and the Wine Country in 
Stellenbosch, Boulders Beach Penguins, Cape of Good Hope, 
Green Market Square, Pilannesberg Game Reserve, Kayamandi, 
and more . . . 

Service-Learning Projects, Sustainable Community Development, 
Hand’s on Building and Design, Mild Winter Weather in Summer,  
Life South of the Equator, and South Africa’s Big 5.

Local Community and Culture, Meet Students from Around the 
World, Work with Xhosa People in Red Hill (South of Cape Town), 
Learn from Students in Different Disciplines, Use Your Skills and 
Abilities to Promote Positive Change.
























































































